
From:
To: Laura Friend
Subject: Fwd: Springbank Reservoir-Public Comments
Date: June 18, 2018 7:56:25 PM

Hi Laura,

I was told I should copy you on this letter to CEAA. 

Thank you kindly

Marsha Wagner 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marsha Wagner >
Date: June 14, 2018 at 9:41:26 PM MDT
To: CEAA <CEAA.Springbank.ACEE@ceaa-acee.gc.ca>
Subject: Springbank Reservoir-Public Comments

Dear Sir, Madam,

I am a landowner and resident in the footprint of the proposed Springbank
Reservoir and would like to point out a couple of my concerns with this project,
which directly impacts my home.

1.   To date, the GOA has not informed me whether or not my house is in or out of
the footprint.  This is contrary to their claim in the CEAA submission that they
have consulted with landowners in a meaningful way.   If my house were
considered outside this footprint and my husband and I were to continue to live
here, then in a flood situation like 2013, water would be just meters away from
our home's foundation.  

My concern is also that the province and Stantec have not considered the fact that
during wet springs, there is a natural flow of runoff from the west and northwest
that fills the small valley in front of my house, and overtops our driveway to the
east of our house. Have they accounted for this additional volume of water in their
calculations?  If not, then our house and yard would be flooded completely and
the footprint of the dam would be larger.   I notice that there is no mention of the
2005 flood in the CEAA submission, which should have been taken into account,
as there was actually more runoff volume on my property than in 2013. 

2. I also have a rental home that currently has tenants.  Again, the GOA has not
informed me whether or not this home is in or out of the footprint.  

For four years I have had a lot of anxiety about not knowing for sure if we will be
forced to sell not only our property but my house and my tenant's house as well.

mailto:CEAA.Springbank.ACEE@ceaa-acee.gc.ca


 There should have been better communication by the GOA with affected home
and landowners in this process.  

Thank you, 

Marsha Wagner 

Sent from my iPad




